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How The American Family Met Its Demise     

 By Andy Caldwell 

   I last wrote a piece sequencing America’s transi-

tion from a nation of faith-seeking, family-oriented pil-
grims to self-seeking, nihilistic pirates.  This transition 
has happened in other societies, and it has always 
been marked via the demise of the nuclear family con-
struct by way of divorce, foregoing marriage in the first 
place, and childlessness, as observed by the re-
nowned British anthropologist, J.D. Unwin, in his 
study of some 86 societies and civilizations.  The tran-
sition is also marked by a loss of faith in, and duty to, 
God, along with the loss of rational thinking skills.   

Many times, this transition has occurred because of 
relative success in the world that caused societies 
and cultures to drift away from their moorings and suf-
fer shipwreck.  Suffice it to say, what people refer to 
today as progress is really a renewed form of cultural 
suicide.  Regarding America, this all began in the 
1960's.   

In this piece, we will view events and values through a 
lens primarily focused on women, highlighting the im-
pact on intact families and the nuclear family structure 
that once served to create stability and prosperity in 
our culture in every meaning of the word.  Next week, 
we will look through a lens focused on men. 

1. The pill and abortion served to “liberate” women 
from pregnancy initially, and childbearing ultimate-
ly.  The fact that the women’s liberation movement 
considered the de facto antithesis of maternal instinct 
liberating, speaks volumes.  Meanwhile, it also delete-
riously affected child-rearing.  Because a woman’s 
place was no longer in the home, the purpose and 
value of home life was upended.  The raising of chil-
dren by way of nurturing and the inculcation of values 
became subordinated to the oppositive value of leav-
ing the home to find “meaning” in work. 

2.  The Equal Pay Act of 1963 gave women in the 
workplace the right to equal pay for equal 
work.  Whereas, that sounds fair on the surface, the 
previous thinking was that men were heads of house-
holds and they needed higher pay because they had 
to support their wives and families at home.  The sub-
sequent lowering of pay for men now forced mothers 
out of the home into the workplace while displacing 
their extremely vulnerable children into preschools, 
which offer all the nurture of an orphanage, and after 
that, modern society created the phenomenon of 

latchkey kids.  

3.  The welfare system created in the 1960's financial-
ly rewarded mothers to have no man in the home 
even if they were married!  What is worse?  Having a 
baby out of wedlock created a revenue stream for un-
employed single women. 

4.  The women’s liberation movement not only en-
couraged women to forego child rearing, it also en-
couraged single women to begin families on their own 
and to pursue equality with men in the market place 
as a source of fulfillment.  Thereby, stay-at-home 
wives and mothers began to be looked down upon as 
old-fashioned and oppressed. 

5.  The combination of the pill, abortion and the wom-
en’s liberation movement coincided with the free sex 
movement and shacking up.  Sexuality triumphed 
over self-control and chastity.  Per Unwin, when any 
society forsook prenuptial chastity, a form of human 
entropy evolved, that is, a gradual dissent into disor-
der.  Why was this so important?  Because it opened 
a pandora’s box that served to weaken the bonds of 
life-long absolute monogamy and fidelity.  

6.  No-fault divorce laws made divorce easy and 
quick, and courts favored mothers for primary custo-
dy, thereby leaving a significant number of children in 
a fatherless home, which is the leading indicator of 
nearly every modern social ill in our society today, in-
cluding criminal behavior, suicide, homelessness, and 
drug and alcohol abuse.   

7.  God was declared dead, and God-given maternal 
instinct was put on life support, and the results are in.  



Retail Theft A $94.5 Billion Crime Problem At American 
Stores            
By Katy Grimes 
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    Retailers said Covid-19 has worsened 

the risk of crime 
 

A massive rise in retail theft is contributing to 
“shrinkage” at brick-and-mortar retailers, contributing 
to the growth of online sales. 

“The National Retail Federation estimates that 
shrink—an industry term for loss in inventory—
amounted to roughly 1.4% of retail revenue in 2021, 
or roughly $94.5 billion. Most of that shrink is caused 
by theft, the Wall Street Journal reports. 

The Globe reported on California’s retail theft last 
May: 

The escalation of organized “smash-and-grab” 
robberies in cities around the country has 
been costly. CNN reported in January that re-
tailers across America say shoplifting is now 
2% to 3% of their total sales, forcing the retail-
ers to install new security systems, video cam-
eras and security staff. 

A 2021 survey of retailers found 65% acknowl-
edged an increase in violence, while 37% said 
Organized Retail Crime gangs were much 
more aggressive than in the past. 

With every legislative solution killed by Califor-
nia’s Democratic supermajority, retailers and 
Chambers of Commerce formed Californians 
Against Retail and Residential Theft (CARRT), 
and launched a campaign to raise lawmakers’ 
and the public’s knowledge of the growing 
theft problem in the state. CARRT is a broad-
based coalition of business associations, local 
groups, and victim organizations advocating 
for California officials to act now to undo the 
damage done by Proposition 47. 

Not the Bee also addresses this shrinkage: the Covid 
lockdowns. 

“Whoever had the bright idea to shut down the entire 
U.S. economy, confine people to their homes indefi-
nitely, foment open-ended hysteria about a respiratory 
virus, and drive inflation to sky-high record rates —
 congratulations, your strategy is bearing fruit,” Not 
the Bee reported. 

“Brick-and-mortar retail’s indisputable edge over e-

commerce is that consumers can get what they want 
immediately, and can touch and feel the product be-
fore buying it. Rising theft — and stores’ measures to 
prevent it — could dull that edge,” WSJ said. 

The National Retail Federation report also found that 
the vast majority (89.7%) of respondents report that 
their Loss Prevention department is evaluated accord-
ing to inventory shrink levels – in other words, shrink 
reduction is part of their goals, objectives or perfor-
mance measures. Just 10.3% reported that they 
were not. 

“Retailers surveyed by the NRF said Covid-19 has 
worsened the risk of crime, partly because labor 
shortages have made it difficult to fully staff stores,” 
WSJ said. “Moreover, supply-chain shortages made 
certain products more susceptible to theft because 
they fetched high value in secondary markets.” 

“Can you imagine a more predictable outcome from 
the pandemic policies we enacted to fight COVID-
19?” Not the Bee asks. “We threw our entire way of 
life — our economy, our organizations, our social 
structures, our education — into a complete and total 
tailspin.” 

“Shrink can have a substantial impact on already thin 
retail margins. Target said that the rise in shrink, in-
cluding theft, reduced its gross profit by more than 

(Continued on page 19) 

https://notthebee.com/article/retailers-lost-nearly-100-billion-to-shoplifting-in-2021-amid-skyrocketing-theft-rates-during-the-pandemic
https://notthebee.com/article/retailers-lost-nearly-100-billion-to-shoplifting-in-2021-amid-skyrocketing-theft-rates-during-the-pandemic


The Fall Of Man In American Culture             
By Andy Caldwell 
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   I have been tracing America’s transition from a 

world of faithful pilgrims to nihilistic pirates, that is, 
discussing that which has caused cultures and civili-
zations to either flourish or meet their demise.  It was 
British Anthropologist J.D. Unwin who studied the fall 
of some 86 cultures and civilizations throughout histo-
ry, only to find that the longevity, health, and well-
being of culture was largely determined by their atti-
tudes, customs, and mores having to do with sexuali-
ty, faith, and marriage.   

Another brilliant scholar, Carle Zimmerman, a Harvard 
sociologist, studied the role of family in the rise and 
fall of civilization, determining that the one thing that 
advanced civilizations had in common was the nucle-
ar family construct.  That is, tribal and clan-type family 
constructs never amounted to much and, on the oppo-
site end, when men and women became so narcissis-
tic and hedonistic that nuclear marriages fell by the 
wayside, the culture soon met its demise. 

I previously focused on the unraveling of the home 
and family by way of events and values that began in 
the 1960's with a focus on women and mothers.  Now, 
let’s turn our attention to men. 

1.  The feminist movement was a two-edged sword.  
As it sought to liberate women, it did so at the ex-
pense of men as it attacked so-called toxic masculini-
ty.  Along the way, it eviscerated the vital role of men 
as fathers, heads of households, providers, and pro-
tectors.  Specifically, society at large encouraged men 
to get in touch with their “feminine-side” as they aban-
doned their traditional roles in family and society in 
deference to the ability of women to supplant them as 
equals.   

2.  The attack on men, became a war on boys.  Even 
though nearly all scientific literature indicates that 
boys and girls mature at different rates and are stimu-
lated by different things, mothers in the home and 
teachers in schools began to push back against the 
things that little boys are made of, including boundless 
rambunctious energy.  In the 1960's, with the dispens-
ing of drugs like Ritalin, hyperactive young boys were 
diagnosed as having attention deficit disorders at 
twice the rate of girls and were deleteriously drugged 
accordingly. 

3.  Traditionally, one key God-given role of women in 
society was to domesticate men by way of withholding 
sex apart from marriage, and sometimes, in marriage.  

The free sex movement and the commensurate loss 
of the fear of God, made possible by way of the pill 
and abortion, served to throw chastity out the window, 
and men became somewhat free to roam before, dur-
ing, and after marriage, sans any personal moral con-
straints.  Now at full throttle, the hook-up culture has 
replaced courtship, and porn addiction among men is 
epidemic. 

4.  Subsequent to number 3, no-fault divorce facilitat-
ed awarding primary custody to mothers which means 
the fathers ended up spending more time with their 
subsequent family rather than their first.  The destruc-
tive and disruptive impact of this resulted in succes-
sive generations of boys who were raised without their 
natural fathers in the home to guide, mentor, and dis-
cipline them, that is, if a man was present at all.  This 
has proved a disaster for society as nearly every so-
cial ill including drug and alcohol abuse, criminality, 
homelessness, and the like can be traced to boys who 
were essentially abandoned by their fathers. 

5.  There has been a massive loss of 7.5 million jobs 
among men, such as those found in manufacturing, 
logging, mining, and the steel industry.  These sectors 
virtually vanished, including by way of environmental 
regulations, thereby destroying head of household 
jobs for men without a college education.  The result-
ant wage loss put pressure on spouses to find work at 
the expense of family life. 

Jordan Peterson said it best, "If you think tough men 
are dangerous, wait until you see what weak men are 
capable of!”  
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Child Sacrifice In The American Dumpster Fire Of 
Demography            
By Andy Caldwell 
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   I have been writing about America’s transition from 

a nation forged by faith and duty-bound pilgrims and 
puritans to a nation of pirates controlled by their wants 
and pleasures.  Having already focused on the role of 
men and women since the 1960's as it pertains to this 
transition, we will now focus our attention on their 
progeny as it relates to family and society. 

1.  The 1960's decade was described as a 
“revolution”, a revolution as it was against traditional 
roles, responsibilities, and mores having to do with 
men and women in family, economy, and society.  
One casualty of this transition involved teenagers.  
Here in previous generations, and in other cultures 
and civilizations, the teenage years were the training 
grounds for adulthood, that is, preparing men as pro-
viders and women as homemakers.  When those tra-
ditional roles were eschewed, a black hole of identity, 
stability, and purpose in life and at home was created.  
The results can only be described as an amorphous 
and nefarious descent into rebellion, confusion, alien-
ation, and angst as teenagers became adrift.  

2.  The hippie generation famously declared that “if it 
feels good, do it” and “don’t judge me” as they de-
clared God is dead.  Fast forward to 2022.  Most 
young people today have no faith in God and virtually 
no ties to any form of organized religion.  There are 
no longer any absolutes.  As a result, narcissism, he-
donism, nihilism, and materialism have become the 
norm.  These attributes are historical markers of a fall-
en civilization because these characteristics serve to 
dissolve the bonds of family, society, and the body 
politic.  

3.  Due to the over-sexualization of children, the porn 
addiction rates among young men are epidemic.  
Couple this with what is known as the hookup culture 
(sex with virtual strangers) which has replaced court-
ship.  Thereby, the desire and wherewithal to form 
stable marriage relationships and raise children is fall-
ing by the wayside as marriage rates and childbirth 
rates plummet precipitously.  Moreover, some 60 mil-
lion babies have been aborted since the 1960's, 
whereby a child became a disposable item in a throw-
away society.  Forgotten is the maxim that demogra-
phy is destiny.  Any civilization that fails to replace 
itself because the birthrate is dropping below replace-
ment levels is facing extinction.  The homosexual and 

trans movements are throwing fuel on this dumpster 
fire of demography. 

4.  Multiculturalism, the seeds of which were planted 
in the 1960's civil rights movement, has morphed into 
a modern-day war on our history, unity, and common 
sense.  America has been declared a racist construct.  
The concept of e pluribus unum and the melting pot 
has been condemned by allegations that our entire 
history is nothing but a facade for white supremacy.  
Values and traditions having to do with Western Civili-
zation, our Judeo-Christian heritage, and our Consti-
tution are now being condemned as fronts for white 
supremacy with a view towards relegating America to 
the dust bin of history.   

5.  The environmental movement is now nothing less 
than a religious cult, which has convinced scores of 
young people to forego having children because the 
planet can’t sustain human population growth.  More-
over, there is no hiding the fact that environmentalism 
today is another word for socialism, as the movement 
has declared capitalism itself as unsustainable.  

6.  Finally, young people are now living in what is 
known as “the post-truth” generation.  They believe 
that the only thing that matters is their feelings.  Ra-
tional thinking, aka common sense, is no longer com-
mon.  America should brace for the final chapter of 
the cultural revolution that began in the 1960's against 
church, state, and economy ala the French revolution 
with much the same outcomes.  That is, as America 
continues to cancel God, fidelity, family formation, free 
markets, and rational thinking, our epitaph has been 
written.   



Healthy Cities Matter – And Not Just To Urbanites             
By Steven Greenhut 

definition of blight. The city even has an agency that 
knocks down empty houses. Locals joke about the 
city’s rural sprawl – as abandoned neighborhoods be-
come vacant land. 

Western cities have fared better than many industrial 
Midwestern metropolises. Our cities have continued to 
grow, but recently we’ve seen that trend reversed. 
San Francisco remains one of the most beautiful cities 
in the country, yet it lost 6.3 percent of its population 
from 2020 to 2021. Los Angeles lost 160,000 resi-
dents in 2021. That’s largely a function of failed policy. 
At this rate, our great cities might resemble the Motor 
City 40 years from now. 

What to do? The progressive approach has been to 
throw money at the myriad problems – housing,  
transportation, homelessness, crime, education – but 
not change any of the ways those public services are 

(Continued on page 16) 
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   SACRAMENTO – Progressives love cities, yet re-

fuse to address the degree to which their policies 
have made urban life a bigger chore than needed. 
Conservatives depict cities as dystopian hellholes. 
They delight in highlighting the crime problems, poorly 
functional school systems, homeless encampments 
and other urban problems that seem unsolvable. 

The message from the former: We should all live in 
densely packed urban areas, where we can stroll to 
cafes and stores and take the bus to work, but we 
can’t (or won’t) make the streets safer, the schools 
better or the transit systems less miserable. The mes-
sage from the latter: Stay away from cities and hole 
up in placid but uninteresting suburbs. 

There is a third way, of course. It means supporting 
reform policies that improve life in the city. Like every-
thing these days, the right v. left culture wars have 
tainted debates about urban governance. Urban poli-
cy need not be so partisan – but it becomes that way 
for obvious reasons. Democrats dominate the politics 
of virtually every big city and Republicans often domi-
nate the outskirts. 

Lefties hector people for wanting to flee. They bloviate 
about the car culture and try to shut down charter 
schools. They elect district attorneys who are lacka-
daisical about prosecuting street crime, pass rent con-
trols that drive up the cost of housing and have never 
met a tax increase they don’t like. They make it inordi-
nately difficult for small businesses to get through the 
regulatory thicket. 

Righties gleefully point to, say, the phone app that 
helps people navigate the piles of human poop that 
are an unfortunate reality on San Francisco’s home-
less-filled streets. They use the laundry list of urban 
failures as proof that Democrats turn everything they 
touch into a disaster. They don’t seem to care about 
cities, but use them as a punching bag to highlight 
their opponents’ failures. 

It’s time to break this impasse. Healthy cities are a 
boon not just for those who live in them, but for our 
entire society which benefits from the culture, diversity 
and intellectual stimulation that they offer. 

Conservatives are right that liberals have controlled 
our biggest cities for decades and they have become 
a mess. In the 1950s, Detroit was one of the world’s 
wealthiest cities. By the 1980s, it had turned into the 



Oh Happy Day!  
By Andy Caldwell 
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   I have been writing about our transition, beginning 

in the 1960's, from a nation of God-fearing Puritans to 
self-centered pirates all of which served to precipitate 
the decline of family, society, and culture in America 
and in civilizations past.  This transition was previous-
ly described in Princeton law professor Robert P. 
George’s paper “Solzhenitsyn’s Prophecy” based on a 
speech Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn delivered to Harvard 
in 1978. 

Solzhenitsyn warned America of our slide into oblivion 
characterized by a loss of faith in our country, its insti-
tutions, its principles, its culture, and its way of life.  
Solzhenitsyn viewed our weakness as the fruit of ma-
terialism, consumerism, self-indulgent individualism, 
emotivism, and narcissism.  We had come to embrace 
a false idea of liberty, conceiving of it as doing as one 
pleases (Pirates!), rather than the freedom to fulfill 
one’s human potential and honor one’s conscientious 
duties to God and neighbor (Puritans!).  

Solzhenitsyn subsequently indicated our moral de-
cline had to do with the fact that America had forgot-
ten God.  Specifically, that we worship ourselves, dei-
fy our own desires, and have fallen into an idolatry of 
self, and after that a catastrophe always ensues.  His 
prescription to remedy our otherwise fatal ailment?  
What has been forgotten can be remembered.  We 
must remember God to a world that has forgotten him 
and resolve to live not by lies.  

Accordingly, let’s go back and remember our begin-
ning, “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all 
Men are created equal, that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness”.  
In this day, we have lost the meanings of these basic 
terms, including that which makes for happiness.   

In the age of our founding, life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness were considered unalienable rights en-
dowed by and found in our Creator as our biblical her-
itage informed to us that a Savior was born, Christ 
Jesus, who plainly stated that He is “the way (to God), 
the truth (the truth that sets men free) and the life 
(abundant and eternal)”.   

Moreover, as stated in a concurrent document to the 
Declaration, that is, the Constitution of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts which served as a model for 
our Constitution, happiness is defined as follows, “the 

happiness of a people and the good order and 
preservation of civil government essentially depend 
upon piety, religion, and morality, and as these can-
not be generally diffused through a community but 
by the institution of the public worship of God and of 
the public instructions in piety, religion, and morali-
ty...”! 

Unfortunately, today, America lives as if it no longer 
values piety, religion, and morality and neither does 
it believe in sin.  Instead, we succumbed to the falla-
cious concept of the separation of church and state 
as we suffer the consequences of the same.  That 
is, consider what has happened to the soul and spir-
it of America as we abandoned the faith and truth 
cornerstone of our existence.  Students of history, 
such as Solzhenitsyn, understand that empires 
come and go based upon their fidelity to faith and 
truth.  Hence, our living in a post-truth society 
means we are desperately in need of being saved 
from ourselves!   

America needs to remember and return to God 
again as the basis of our reconciliation with one an-
other in our families, our society, and our body poli-
tic.  As the great Christmas hymn states, “Hark! the 
herald angels sing, ‘Glory to the newborn King!  
Peace on earth, and mercy mild, God and sinners 
reconciled”. 

It would also behoove us to remember the spirit of, 
ironically, a 1960's hymn ....“Oh Happy Day, when 
Jesus washed my sins away and taught me to 
watch, fight, and pray”, as we pursue a truly heart-
felt and soul-searching return to the true meaning of 
Christmas. 



Gov. Newsom’s Orwellian Plan To Penalize The Oil 
Companies     
By Jon Coupal 

then and when he unveiled his proposal last week, his 
(Continued on page 17) 
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   The 1970s were a long time ago. It might be hard 

to imagine, or remember, what it was like back then. 
So, I’ll paint you a picture: Inflation was skyrocketing, 
costs were soaring, Iran was in turmoil and the United 
States was in proxy war with Russia over the latter’s 
invasion of a neighboring nation. 

Now that I think about it, I guess it isn’t so hard to im-
agine. The 2020s have a lot in common with the 
1970s. So, here’s another blast from the Disco-laden 
past that’s apparently making a comeback: Price con-
trols. 

The state Legislature reconvened last week for the 
2023-2024 session. It also convened a special ses-
sion to go after oil and gas companies for what the 
governor calls “price gouging.” The special session 
only lasted about three minutes, the members voted 
to reconvene it in January where it will apparently run 
“concurrently” with the regular session (proving it to 
be the election stunt we knew it was), but it did give 
Gov. Gavin Newsom the cover to introduce his pro-
posal to the Legislature. 

The governor’s proposal would impose a “maximum 
gross gasoline refining margin” of a yet-to-be-
determined number of cents per gallon. If a refiner 
exceeds the margin, the California Energy Commis-
sion can impose a civil penalty that will be deposited 
into the “Price Gouging Penalty Fund” that will sup-
posedly refund the money back to consumers. 

There are a lot of issues with this proposal, the first of 
which is that price controls simply don’t work. It’s 
basic economics. As David R. Henderson, a research 
fellow with the Hoover Institution, wrote just this year, 
“prices are an indicator of underlying economic phe-
nomena, namely supply and demand.” 

Without price balancing supply and demand, buyers 
will demand more than they did at the free-market 
price and sellers will supply less. But we don’t need 
an economist to tell us that, the 1970s proved it. Price 
controls led to shortages and rationing, a greater de-
pendence on foreign oil and, ironically, higher prices. 

There is also a question of whether this “civil penalty” 
is, in fact, a tax. When Newsom first introduced the 
idea in October, he referred to his proposal several 
times as a “windfall tax.” But somewhere between 
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   It has been my tradition to offer my very own psy-

chic predictions for the new year.  This year, my pre-
dictions are all too easy.  That is, life in California will 
continue to be a dystopian reality unless your New 
Year’s resolution includes speaking out against some 
giant whoppers in our society!  That is, the cause for 
truth, justice and the American way has been taking a 
beating as of late by race, climate, and social justice 
hustlers.  

The California Reparations Task Force wants to pay 
black residents who are either descendants of slaves, 
or those whose ancestors lived in America prior to the 
end of the 19th Century, upwards of $230,000 each to 
appease our collective conscience as it pertains to 
racism.   It is estimated that nearly 2 million California 
residents may be eligible for the payout that would 
exceed $500 billion in the aggregate.  The truth?  Cal-
ifornia was admitted into the Union in 1850 as a free 
state, i.e., slavery was never legal here.  Hence, if the 
reparations are paid, people who never owned slaves 
in California will pay reparations to people whose an-
cestors never were slaves in California.   

Back in 2008, California voters were duped into ap-
proving a high-speed rail project that was supposed to 
connect Los Angeles and San Francisco by 2020 at a 
cost of $33 billion.  Well, 14 years and $5 billion later, 
the train is only slated to connect Bakersfield and 
Merced, and to complete this particular worthless seg-
ment of the train to nowhere taxpayers must shell out 
another $15 billion!  The overall project cost estimate 
is now over $100 billion, and the truth is, nobody ex-
pects it will ever be constructed.  Meanwhile, traffic 
congestion and failing roads abound. 

For decades, environmentalists have been hyperven-
tilating about the environmental impacts of offshore oil 
rigs, the ecological impacts of naval operations off our 
coast, and the deadly impacts to whales from ship 
strikes as they traverse the California coast.  Yet, all 
concerns have been set aside regarding plans to cap-
ture energy from the ocean winds offshore the Central 
Coast.  The various wind farm structures would be 
tethered to the ocean floor by hundreds of cables, 
chains, and steel wires smack dab in the middle of 
whale migration routes.  This ocean obstacle course 
will surely disrupt migration and all facets of life for 
migrating whales sacrificed on the altar of all things 
renewable.  

Consider the never-ending parade of plans to end 
homelessness.  President George Bush had a ten-
year plan to end homelessness by 2012.  In 2010, 
President Obama initiated a plan preventing and end-
ing homelessness for veterans by 2015; preventing 
and ending homelessness for individuals experiencing 
chronic homelessness by 2017; preventing and end-
ing homelessness for families, youth, and children by 
2020.  President Biden has released a federal plan for 
ending homelessness in America that starts with the 
ambitious goal of reducing homelessness 25% by 
2025.  Not to be outdone, Gavin Newsom back in 
2008, announced his ten-year plan to end homeless-
ness in San Francisco and in 2021, Newsom promot-
ed a plan to end family-homelessness in 5 years.  
Meanwhile, the problem grows worse because we are 
not addressing the sources of homelessness including 
fatherlessness families and the formerly incarcerated. 

Finally, as America thaws from the record setting 
2022 bomb cyclone, do you remember the year 2000 
prediction, “within a few years winter snowfall will be-
come “a very rare and exciting event”?  Not to men-
tion  “Children just aren’t going to know what snow is”!   
What is it going to take to convince the world that 
there are hundreds of more powerful variables than 
greenhouse gases that determine weather patterns?  
Moreover, while weather patterns can be measured in 
decades,  climate patterns can only be accurately 
measured in eons.  

Remember, only the truth can set us free. 
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   Just a few months ago, Gov. Gavin Newsom was 

bragging about California’s “$100 billion budget sur-
plus.” At the same time, the California Policy Center 
was pointing out that the governor’s “surplus” was 
fantasy – that state and local governments owed 
about $1.6 trillion. In those heady days, however, 
with obliging media cheering him on, Newsom ig-
nored reality and forged ahead with a record-
breaking $300 billion state budget.  

Newsom may come to regret this. We already do. 

The latest revenue projections from the nonpartisan 
Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) show our state 
budget for 2023-24 now faces a potential $24 billion 
deficit. The concern should focus on why there has 
been an explosion of state spending, yielding noth-
ing but growing dysfunction. 

By nearly every measure, things are worse today in 
California. Obvious examples include expensive and 
unreliable energy and water, failing schools, rising 
crime, unaffordable housing and college tuition, and 
an exploding homeless population. But that’s hardly 
the entirety of the bad news facing Californians. The 
decade-long run of record tax revenue spawned an 
avalanche of new regulations, driving up prices, dis-
couraging expansion of big business and crushing 
small businesses. Through its spending priorities, 
California attracts the dependent and repels anyone 
striving for independence.  

As it is, LAO’s projection of a $24 billion deficit is a 
baseline case, relying on several assumptions that 
could go sideways, tumbling the actual deficit into 

darker territory. For example, LAO acknowledges the 
likelihood of a deepening economic recession, but 
does not factor the impact of a recession into its tax 
revenue estimate. “Were a recession to occur soon,” 
LAO says, “revenue declines in the budget window 
very likely would be more severe than our outlook.” In 
an obscure section of their analysis, where LAO pro-
jects worst-case scenarios, the office projects general 
fund revenue dropping as low as $180 billion in 2024-
25, which based on merely maintaining the current 
general fund budget reflects a deficit of $55 billion. 

If the events of the past three years have taught us 
anything, it’s that consequences of pivotal events are 
often obvious only in hindsight. In June 2020, few 
foresaw that COVID shutdowns would lead to a boom 
in tech-company valuations. Fewer still delivered the 

(Continued on page 13) 



Some Voting Changes Diminish Quality 
By Frank Vernuccio 

There are changes that have had a significant impact 
impact.  Studies by the U.S. Election Assistance Com-
mission reveal that “The total number of voters who 
voted early, absentee or by mail more than doubled 
from 24.9 million in 2004 to 57.2 million in 2016, rep-
resenting an increase from one in five of all ballots 
cast to two in five of all ballots cast. The number of 
U.S. citizens voting early more than doubled from 
nearly 10.2 million early ballots cast in 2004 to 24.1 
million early ballots cast in 2016. In 2016, 16 states 
showed a combined percentage of greater than 50 
percent of votes cast early, by mail, or via absentee 
voting. 

A Heritage Study by John Lott warns that “Early voting 
is a ‘reform’ that states should reconsider. Its disad-
vantages seem to outweigh its benefits. While early 
voting may seem more convenient, it appears to have 
the opposite effect of what its proponents sought… it 
seems obvious that early voting increases the already 
skyrocketing cost of political campaigns.” 

An equally and perhaps more important issue con-
cerns the information voters rely on to cast their     
ballots. 

Unfortunately, much reporting is clearly biased. While 
both Democrats and Republicans can both point to 

(Continued on page 12) 
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   The many changes in the U.S. voting system, and 

the various controversies that surround balloting in the 
current environment, require an a closer examination. 

The National Bureau of Economic Research has 
found that claims about voter ID limiting minority par-
ticipation are wrong.” U.S. states increasingly require 
identification to vote …we find that the laws have no 
negative effect on registration or turnout, overall or for 
any group defined by race, gender, age, or party affili-
ation. These results hold through a large number of 
specifications.” 

The Atlanta Constitution-Journal has found that De-
spite a voter ID law, minority turnout is up in Georgia, 
contrary to massive claims to the contrary. Elections 
data reviewed by the AJC show that participation 
among black voters rose by 44 percent from 2006 — 
before the law was implemented — to 2010. For His-
panics, the increase for the same period was 67 per-
cent. Turnout among whites rose 12 percent. 

Other studies concur in the conclusion that “voter ID 
laws don’t “suppress” anyone’s vote. This latest study 
echoes the conclusion of others…finding that voter ID 
laws don’t reduce voter turnout, including among Afri-
can-Americans and Hispanics. These voters were just 
as likely to vote in states requiring photo identification 
as in those that don’t.” 
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sources biased for or against them, most media out-
lets tend to favor the left. 

Indeed, there is substantive evidence that a left-
biased Department of Justice pressured Facebook to 
censor the Hunter Biden Laptop story.  Doing so 
many have altered the outcome of the 2020 election. 

In reviewing just one race used as an example, The 
Washington Examiner found that  87% of GOP cover-
age was negative. 

Beyond the quality of information, the growth of early 
voting has enhanced the lack of information voters 
may have available, particularly those who cast votes 
before candidate debates take place. 

In Pennsylvania, Democrat John Fetterman suffered a 
disastrous debate loss against his GOP rival. Report-
er Joel Pollak   found that “Nearly half of all vote-by-
mail ballots in Pennsylvania had already been cast 
before [the] U.S. Senate debate, which was judged a 
disaster — even by Democrats — after Lt. Gov. John 
Fetterman (D), recovering from a stroke, struggled to 
form coherent sentences.” 

The ease of casting a ballot by mail, internet, or in 
month-long voting periods increases the number of 
those participating in elections.  However, it also en-
courages those with only a casual interest in the is-
sues or the candidates to give their support without 
adequate research or before all the information is 

(Continued from page 11) 

available. 

Almost a century ago, Franklin D. Roosevelt worried 
that “Democracy cannot succeed unless those who 
express their choice are prepared to choose wisely.” 

Frank V. Vernuccio, Jr., J.D., editor-in-chief, New York 
Analysis of Policy & Government and, co-host of the 
popular WVOX weekly radio show, “The Vernuccio/
Novak Report" 
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headline news – how uniquely beneficial that tech-
stock boom would be to California’s state general fund 
tax revenue.  

It’s easy today to look back – with tech stocks stalled 
or falling – to recognize the chain of causes. It’s also 
clear that the state legislature’s blind ambition – to 
make sure that state spending sucked up every dollar 
of that one-time revenue growth – made it blissfully 
unaware of just how improbable and fleeting the gift 
was that they were squandering. 

Another lesson from the past three years, however, is 
to be wary of excessive pessimism. Unsustainable 
economic models work until they don’t work, and as 
long as the U.S. dollar is the least afflicted currency in 
the world, as long as the U.S. is the most secure in-
vestment haven in the world, and as long as inflation 
continues to reliably erode the principal value of a 
nominally exploding federal debt, massive deficit 
spending to stimulate economic activity may remain a 
viable strategy. It’s delightful to imagine a legislature 
and a governor who recognize the opportunity to in-
vest in long-term infrastructure that serves Californi-
ans’ need for water, road maintenance and energy, 
for example. But it’s more likely that Sacramento’s 
cycle of Vegas-style wins and losses will go on for 
decades. It could take forms we can only imagine. We 
simply don’t know. 

The question therefore isn’t how to cut spending and 
raise taxes in order to balance the budget. The likely 
truth is that California’s state legislature is going to 
muddle through one way or another. The prevailing 
question should be how does California’s state legis-
lature start to do the right thing instead of the wrong 

(Continued from page 10) thing with all that money?  

Only 10 years ago, California’s general fund was $93 
billion – adjusted for inflation, that’s $118 billion today, 
against the current actual budget of $300 billion. 
Meanwhile, California’s population has grown only 
modestly over the same period, from 38 million to 39 
million. This means that inflation-adjusted per capita 
general fund spending in California has increased 
from $3,124 in 2013 to $6,023 today. California’s state 
government is spending twice as much money today 
per resident as it did just 10 years ago. 

LAO warnings of an impending general fund deficit 
are a good time to talk not only about how California’s 
state legislature is on the wrong course. It’s the right 
time to change course. If you want to realign the 
state’s politics, it isn’t enough to say taxes, crime, and 
prices for everything are too high, and educational 
achievement and the supply of housing are too low. 
Propose concrete solutions. Very few Californians 
would mind paying their taxes if the state was afforda-
ble and effectively addressing the challenges of crime, 
homelessness, education, housing, water, transporta-
tion, energy, and education. 

Solutions exist, but lack politicians with the courage to 
promote them and the charisma to effectively con-
vince voters of their efficacy. Here are a few: 

• Offer state vouchers to parents to use to send 
their children to any accredited school, public or 
private. End the failed monopoly on public educa-
tion. 

• If you refuse to do that, tescue public education by 
replacing progressive curricula with classical edu-
cation. That would save billions and rescue a gen-
eration from a failing system. Do this and you’d 
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have the gratitude of tens of thousands of teach-
ers who’d like simply to teach.  

• Fast track approval of nuclear power plants, natu-
ral gas fracking, and refinery expansions to force 
competition for energy, and lowering the prices for 
fuel and electricity.  

• Fund more water supply projects and practical 
freeway improvements, using tax and bond funds 
to yield long term economic dividends.  

• Approve housing developments in weeks instead 
of decades and reduce California’s absurdly over-
written building codes to increase housing supply 
and lower the cost of housing.  

• Turn the timber industry loose again to create 
jobs, lower construction costs – and thin Califor-
nia’s dangerously overgrown forests.  

• Build inexpensive minimum-security facilities to 
incarcerate drug addicts and petty thieves to curb 
crime and end unsheltered homelessness. Use 
these facilities to teach inmates vocational skills 
so that upon release they can fill hundreds of 
thousands of high-paying construction jobs. 

New solutions. An entire new alternative vision. A 
prosperity budget. This is the real discussion that Cali-
fornia needs – not just how to balance the budget but 
how to allocate the budget, and how to deregulate the 
economy.  

Where are politicians who are ready to step up with 
more than criticism of the failures of California’s one-
party state, and offer solutions? 

Edward Ring is a co-founder of California Policy Cen-
ter. A version of this essay appeared in the California 
Globe.  

(Continued from page 13) 
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provided. That’s because progressives generally are 
hostile to the marketplace and have an inexplicable 
faith in governments and the unions that control gov-
ernment agencies. Yet union control results in over-
priced and lower-quality public services. Union con-
tracts crowd out other services. 

In the mid-2000s, Anaheim had pioneered an innova-
tive approach. It relaxed zoning laws to promote con-
struction. The city changed the culture within its gov-
ernment agencies to be more “freedom friendly” in its 
approach to permitting. Although the city later aban-
doned these goals, the core idea was to let individuals 
rather than government make more decisions. 

Every city needs innovation and competition. School 
choice enables urban residents to stay in their neigh-
borhoods rather than flee to the suburbs. Transit sys-
tems have the hallmarks of any government-run agen-
cy. They are dirty, bleak and increasingly unsafe. Is it 
any wonder that transit ridership is falling dramatically 
almost everywhere? The problem isn’t transit per se, 
but how that transit is provided. 

The progressive answer is to limit car use and impose 
“road diets” that boost congestion and try to force 
people to get out of cars. The alternative answer 
should be to make transit more appealing by encour-
aging market alternatives and customer-friendly re-
forms to the existing public systems. Choice always is 
better than coercion. 

In other examples, community policing can approach 
crime problems in a more humanitarian and results-
oriented way. Cities can reduce regulations and let 
nonprofits build low-cost housing for the homeless – a 
far better approach than building $800,000 govern-
ment-funded units. There are plenty of ideas, almost 
all of which involve community participation,         

(Continued from page 6)  
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competition and market-based alternatives. 

If progressives are serious about promoting urban liv-
ing, they should unite with conservatives who are seri-
ous about reforming government services. Our cities 
can remain great places, but it means breaking out of 
our self-defeating partisan rut. 

Steven Greenhut is Western region director for the R 
Street Institute and a member of the Southern Califor-
nia News Group editorial board. Write to him at 
sgreenhut@rstreet.org. He is the director of the      
Pacific Research Institute’s Free Cities Center.  
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tax had become a “penalty.” The reason for this is 
clear: thanks to Proposition 13, any tax increase must 
be approved by two-thirds of the Legislature. 

Even with Democratic supermajorities in both houses, 
getting two-thirds of them to sign on to such a radical 
proposal was going to be a tough sell. Many that rep-
resent oil- and gas-producing areas, like in the Central 
Valley and along the Central Coast, have seen their 
districts grow more competitive, and killing good-
paying jobs doesn’t win you votes. 

A penalty, however, only requires a simple majority 
vote to pass. That would give Democrats in tougher 
districts room to sit this one out. But then calling it a 
penalty for the sake of political expediency doesn’t 
make it one. In 2010, taxpayer advocates joined with 
the business community to put Proposition 26 on the 
ballot specifically to address the abuse of tax hikes 
disguised as other forms of government exactions. 

In order to qualify as exempt, Newsom’s “penalty” 
would have to be adjudicated to be a “fine, penalty, or 
other monetary charge imposed by the judicial branch 
of government or the State, as a result of a violation of 
law.” Whether the tax could survive a legal challenge 
may be up to the courts. 

But even if it survives a legal challenge, what the gov-
ernor is attempting is frightening and worse than a 
political stunt. The governor who presides over the 
fourth largest economy in the world is trying to give 
government the power to decide whether profits from 
free enterprise are excessive, and to declare those 
profits “a violation of law.” 

If this gets through the Legislature, it won’t stop with 
oil companies. California could declare “excessive” 
profits in any business, from health care to supermar-
kets to car dealerships, and give itself the power to 
redistribute the money through “civil penalties.” 

That policy would be perfectly at home in the old Sovi-
et Russia, but it has no place in California. 

Jon Coupal is president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpay-
ers Association  

(Continued from page 8) 
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Retail Theft A $94.5 Billion Crime Problem At American 
Stores cont. 
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$400 million in the first three quarters of its fiscal year, compared with a year prior. For the full fiscal year, it esti-
mates that its gross profit will take a $600 million hit.” 

“Although shrink is a perennial problem in retail, it really took off when the pandemic hit. In the five years lead-
ing up to 2019, retail shrink grew at a compound annual growth rate of roughly 7%, according to data from the 
NRF,” WSJ said. “In 2020, it jumped 47%, and rose another 4% on top of that huge jump in 2021. Some retail-
ers, including Ulta Beauty and Target, have said that shrink has gotten worse again this year. ‘When times get 
tough, shrink goes up,’ Ulta Beauty Chief Financial Officer Scott Settersten said on the company’s earnings call 
on Dec. 1. ‘We’ve seen that in retail over a long period of time.'” 

And who will pay for these increasing retail costs? “Retailers will ultimately pay for shrink risk in some form or 
another—either on the top line if they want to keep stores completely accessible or on the bottom line if they 
spend heavily on labor and mitigation measures,” WSJ said. “Finding the right balance will be key to preserving 
brick-and-mortar businesses.” 

And if you wonder why toothpaste, shaving cream and laundry detergent is under lock and key at many stores, 
it is a theft mitigation measure, according to retailers. 

California’s nonpartisan Public Policy Institute of California released a report that found a direct correlation be-
tween Proposition 47 and a marked increase in larceny thefts across California, despite many media reports 
attempting to refute the correlation, the Globe reported. As for any legislative support from the California Legis-
lature, don’t hold your breath: 

The California Assembly Public Safety Committee heard and killed Assembly Bill 1599 by Assemblyman 
Kevin Kiley (R-Granite Bay) in March, which sought to repeal Proposition 47, and “make crime illegal 
again.” 

“Retail theft losses may be the straw that breaks the camel’s back,” said Julian Canete, President and 
CEO of the California Hispanic Chambers of Commerce. “Something needs to be done before mom and 
pop stores are stolen from our communities.” 

Here is the Retail Security Survey. 
 
“Katy Grimes is Editor of the California Globe, is a long-time Investigative Journalist covering the California 
State Capitol, and the co-author of California's  
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